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What’s beer all about? It’s certainly not about brewing. Canada’s two largest breweries continue to slug it
out over products that, with a few exceptions, taste pretty much the same to the average Canadian beer-
drinker. In fact, it was the average “Joe,” with his“I am Canadian” rant, who initiated the most recent
skirmish in the decades-long battle for Canada’s beer drinking money. The nationalism palpable, the beer
mostly invisible, “I am Canadian” became a brand-saving salvo in the re-launch of Canadian.

Business writer Paul Brent examines the business of big beer in Canada, revealing the foibles and follies of a
multi-million dollar industry. Beginning with a behind-the-headlines look at some of Canada’s most famous
ad campaigns—one that may have some of this country’s marketing mavens squirming in their
Calvins—Brent finds two giant companies virtually unchallenged across the country. Here is the history
behind Canada’s all-powerful beer duopoly, including revealing portraits of the larger-than-life personalities
who run the breweries, and a blow-by-blow account of their current operations. Brent investigates how
Molson lost market share to Labatt in the 90s, and then won much of it back with the Canadian rant, as well
as the breweries’ sometimes brilliant—and often disastrous—forays into rock music and sports ownership.
He goes into the bar-room backrooms to provide some eye-opening facts about how the breweries manage to
retain their hold on the market.

Lager Heads is also a story of what makes us Canadian, how the big breweries have cannily hijacked our
cultural touchstones to drive their own marketing efforts, and how beer itself has become a ubiquitous part of
the Canadian cultural landscape.

A wholly entertaining and provocative read, Lager Heads will have Canadians everywhere talking—over a
beer.
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From reader reviews:

Sonya Wright:

Reading a guide can be one of a lot of pastime that everyone in the world really likes. Do you like reading
book thus. There are a lot of reasons why people enjoy it. First reading a reserve will give you a lot of new
data. When you read a guide you will get new information simply because book is one of a number of ways
to share the information or even their idea. Second, reading through a book will make a person more
imaginative. When you reading a book especially tale fantasy book the author will bring that you imagine the
story how the personas do it anything. Third, you could share your knowledge to other folks. When you read
this Lager Heads, it is possible to tells your family, friends and soon about yours publication. Your
knowledge can inspire the mediocre, make them reading a book.

Richard Swisher:

Reading a book to get new life style in this season; every people loves to read a book. When you go through
a book you can get a large amount of benefit. When you read guides, you can improve your knowledge,
because book has a lot of information upon it. The information that you will get depend on what sorts of
book that you have read. In order to get information about your analysis, you can read education books, but
if you want to entertain yourself read a fiction books, such us novel, comics, and soon. The Lager Heads
provide you with a new experience in reading a book.

Adrian White:

As we know that book is essential thing to add our understanding for everything. By a reserve we can know
everything you want. A book is a pair of written, printed, illustrated or maybe blank sheet. Every year
seemed to be exactly added. This book Lager Heads was filled concerning science. Spend your extra time to
add your knowledge about your technology competence. Some people has distinct feel when they reading the
book. If you know how big selling point of a book, you can experience enjoy to read a reserve. In the modern
era like currently, many ways to get book which you wanted.

Kayla Wilson:

Reading a reserve make you to get more knowledge from that. You can take knowledge and information
from a book. Book is published or printed or outlined from each source in which filled update of news.
Within this modern era like at this point, many ways to get information are available for anyone. From media
social such as newspaper, magazines, science book, encyclopedia, reference book, new and comic. You can
add your understanding by that book. Do you want to spend your spare time to spread out your book? Or just
in search of the Lager Heads when you desired it?
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